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Media Studies - Hollywood Film

Introduction to the Teen Film
What experiences have you had with this genre?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Where have you seen teen films? (often target audiences share these films)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What Teen Films can you name?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Task

Read the following article that explains research into the teenage generation’s consumption 
of media.

How Teenagers Consume Media: the report that shook the City https://goo.gl/EBa8BE

How far do you agree with the article?  

Read this history of the Teen Movie and make a timeline of the genre.

Seminal text

Use the digital resource to consider how the genre has developed over time

Media Industries

Although teenagers can feature in any film genre, the term ‘Teen Film’ refers specifically 
to films that take teenage experience as their main narrative focus. Common themes are 
‘coming of age’ and identity. 
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Teenage films usually produce icons within a genre (Lindsay Lohan, Ezra Miller), but do not 
rely on mainstream star power. This allows for production costs to be kept low. 

Although the genre is targeted mainly at the eponymous demographic, certain films can 
achieve crossover status.  

Audiences
The bond between audience and text can be particularly strong and create identification 
pleasures, with certain characters becoming fashion icons for audiences. 

Teen films rely on a very unstable target audience. Novelty and repetition is vital to creating 
audience appeal: what works for yesterday’s teens may not hold relevance for contemporary 
audiences. The narrow threshold state of the audience often precludes long term franchise 
building (witness the demise of the teen orientated Divergent franchise…).

Historically, teen movies may not have always made the most money in the cinema, and 
distributors relied on secondary markets such as DVD as this was where the target audience 
would be more likely to watch the film. However, with the increase in piracy, this market has 
become obsolete and the imperative to attract teens to the cinema has become more acute. 

Some teen films incorporate a sense of nostalgia within their media language and narrative. 
This could hold appeal for older audiences. Examples include Grease and 13 Going on 30.  


